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Principal’s Welcome 

Welcome to our Easter Edition of Arrow 
News. 

As we recover from what has been a                   
significant period of educational disruption, 
I wanted to pay tribute to all of the                 
students and staff for their amazing efforts 
working with each other to return Arrow 
Vale to the vibrant, inclusive and                  
determined  community we have                         
established over recent years.  

The schools’ attendance, whilst still below the pandemic              
levels is improving and significantly higher than the national 
average.  Attendance is so important to school and we look 
forward to all students maximizing their attendance during the 
summer term.  

The opportunities that students have participated in,                      
benefitted from and excelled in, are numerous and of                          
extremely high quality. 

Arrow News demonstrates how much, beyond lessons, goes 
into offering our community as many development and                      
enrichment opportunities as possible.  

I am extremely proud of students and staff and look forward 
to seeing more of the amazing same in the summer term.  

 

Ian Mellor  

Principal 
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The Duke of Edinburgh Award 
Driving experiences at Arrow Vale 

10B2 

9A1 

So Sp 

 

M C 

The effects of the Coronavirus pandemic have been wide reaching, particularly for our young people 
who have missed out on social and educational experiences that may have previously been taken for 
granted. In looking for strategies to help our students grow beyond the pandemic, relaunching the Duke 
of Edinburgh Award (DofE) after nearly ten years was a clear winner. 
 

The DofE Award programme consist of three levels: Bronze, Silver and Gold, which students achieve by 
taking part in a personalised suite of activities. With support from volunteer staff, participants design 
their own Award around the Volunteering, Physical and Skills sections while at the same time                   
completing training towards the final challenge: their expedition. Taking six months to achieve, the 
Bronze DofE Award gives students the opportunity to develop initiative, resilience and vital team                
working skills that will benefit them in their education and beyond into adulthood. 
 

Launched in September, the DofE programme at Arrow Vale Academy is now supporting over 100           
students towards their Bronze Award in Years 9, 10 and 12. Participants have already achieved            
certificates in expedition first-aid and completed training in navigation and campcraft as well as getting 
stuck into a variety of other projects from helping to clean up the school site to leading sports clubs. 
 

The Bronze DofE Award is only the beginning of Arrow Vale’s journey with the Silver Award due to be 
launched in June, followed shortly by projects in student leadership and adventurous education. These 
initiatives will bring further opportunities for students to widen their horizons and develop valuable skills 
that will serve them right through their lives. 
 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the volunteer staff for giving up their valuable time 
and expertise for the benefit of our students. 

Mr A Fortune - Year Team Leader/Duke of Edinburgh Award Co-ordinator. 
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Anti-Bulling Ambassador Training 

In January a group of students 

from Years 9 - 11 took part in 

the Diana Award’s Anti-Bulling         

Ambassador Training.  This 

workshop, facilitated by                    

anti-bullying experts, gave           

students an opportunity to         

consider why bullying happens 

and how they can help to create 

a bullying –free community at          

Arrow Vale.  

This training marks the start of 

an ongoing campaign to make 

Arrow Vale the safest and 

most welcoming school.  The         

students will now go on to 

lead activities with their peers, 

building their understanding 

of bullying and all the ways 

we can support each other. 

If students do experience           

bullying whilst at Arrow Vale, 

they can access excellent 

support from their Form Tutor 

and the Year Team who will 

act quickly to help . 

The Charity Committee 

worked extremely hard to 

pull off another amazing 

event, this time to help raise 

money for the Red Nose 

Day fund. They were out   

collecting money from staff 

and students for a                      

non-school uniform day and 

ran an extremely successful 

cake sale at break time and 

lunch.  Students were               

extremely generous,              

donating more than we 

could have imagined and 

we are so grateful to them 

for doing so.  They raised a 

magnificent £802.93 
which will go towards      

supporting amazing causes 

here and around the world. 

A massive thank you to all 

who supported the event 

and especially to Chloe and 

the Charity Committee! WELL DONE EVERYONE! 
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Year 11 Drama                  
Performances 

On Wednesday 16th March in the Rhett Theatre, Year 11 Drama students completed 

their externally set performance for their Level 2 Creative and Performing Arts                      

qualification.  It was essential that the students created a performance that fitted the 

theme of ‘Borders, Barriers and Boundaries’ as set by the exam board.  They all                     

performed a selection of scenes from various performance texts as well as creating 

some of their own original work.  Mrs Whitfield and Miss Patterson were once again 

amazed by the students co-operation, communication and resilience as they came              

together to support one another throughout this assessment day.   
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• Blood Brothers:  Mellissa A., Jessica C., Billy G., and Mya W.  

• DNA:  Abi R., Maddie D., and Harry R. 

• Blood Brothers: Isabel H., Evie Jane L., and Tashantie T.  

• 1984: Emily-Rose W., Mason L., and Jakub R.  

• Blood Brothers: Elise L., and Megan W.  

• 1984: Charlie F., Lewis G., Ella H., and Lily H.  

• Antigone: Macey C-G., and Emily W., 

• DNA: Maisie B., Claire G., Lucy S., and Kylah T., 

• DNA: Maja J., Kacy R., and Brandon W. 
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Life Story of Michael Brown                
a Holocaust Survivor 

In January this year, the same week as Holocaust Memorial Day, 
students in Years 9 and 10 were fortunate to hear the testimony 
(life story) of Michael Brown, a survivor of the Holocaust. In this 
article, Tia C., Saskia L., and Isla R. (10A2) share their findings. 

 
Leading up to the Second World War (1939-1945), the Jewish population in 
Germany were being oppressed by the Nuremberg Laws (1935). This 
meant that Jewish people lost their rights as a German citizen. However, 
these acts against the Jewish population developed and became harsher: Kristallnacht (1938), known 
as the ‘Night of Broken Glass’, was when Jewish shops and businesses were destroyed; Ghettos were 
then introduced into society- these were where Nazis forced Jewish and other minority groups to live, 
but they were in the worst parts of the cities and had terrible conditions.   Unfortunately, during the  
Second World War, this escalated and resulted in over 6 million murders of innocent people during the 
Holocaust. Many countries were unaware of the extent of persecution Jewish, gay, disabled, and many 
more experienced. Now, there are very few individuals left to tell their testimonies of what they          
witnessed. We are very lucky to have heard a testimony from a holocaust survivor called Michael 
Brown. 
 
Michael Brown is a wonderful man with a sad past. As a child he grew up in Breslow with his mother, 
his father and his younger sister. He had a deep joy for football and the simple things in life. His father 
worked as a lawyer and moved to Berlin to study and later came back to his family. His mother did not 
work as she took pride in taking care of her children and raising them into fine young people. 
 
Soon after, in 1935 the Nuremburg Laws were passed stripping his father of his job as a lawyer and 
forcing the family to move to Hanover and move into the villa owned by a Jewish landlord. His family 
were still in fear as they lived across the street from a Nazi SS Office with propaganda posters            
portraying the Jews as evil and a blemish within society. Moreover, in the year 1938, Kristallnacht 
(Night of The Broken Glass) occurred forcing the family to the leave their lives behind. 
 
A year later, he and his sister fled Germany through the ‘Kinder Transport’ programme and were forced 
to speak Yiddish as the leaders of the programme were Russian so they couldn’t understand him. 
Months after they arrived in Liverpool, England, he received the last letter from his mother telling him 
how much his parents loved him. Soon after his parents were taken and killed. 
 
The story both inspired and intrigued those who listened and allowed us to realize that people who 
have been put through the worst in every possible situation can prevail in life and obtain true happiness 
as Michael revealed that he still lives in the UK but is welcome in Germany and has a life and family of 
his own. 
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First Aid Experience Event 

On Friday 18th March, all students across the school 

took part in a First Aid Experience Event morning.                

Students learnt the basics of First Aid including how 

and when to administer CPR, use a defibrillator and 

how to put someone into the recovery position. 

Students also received a brilliant demonstration in the 

Theatre from Mr Fortune which was also supported 

by some excellent Year 10 volunteers and              

demonstrators.  Demonstrating on CPR dummies all 

morning is a hard task!  Well done to all our student 

volunteers for doing such a fantastic job.  

All students across the school did an excellent job of            

joining in and engaging with these important life skills    

using resources from the fantastic St John’s                                   

ambulance.   

 

”That was amazing 
day.  I learnt so 
much! Thank you” 

”I think it’s really 
important that we 

did this today” 

”I might have to use 
what I’ve learnt        
today to save 

someone’s life one 
day” 
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This year for World Book Day students had a couple of exciting activities to take part in to help                           

celebrate books and reading. 

The ‘Masked Reader’ made its appearance again this year and all students had the opportunity to 

guess which staff members were disguising themselves and their reading.  Students and staff were   

incredibly enthused and engaged and for the entire week there were conversations in classrooms and 

corridors, around who each character might be.  There were some brilliant guesses and some tenuous 

ones… but ultimately most forms were very good with their guesses.  I’ll have to step up the difficulty 

next year!.  A big thank you to the following staff for participating this year:  Mrs Thomas, Mr Barratt,   

Mr Preston and Mrs Jones. 

Alongside of this, we had the opportunity to participate in a couple of Trust Competitions: Creative           

Covers and Brilliant Blurbs.  Students were tasked with either redesigning the front cover of a book 

they’ve read or creating a blurb for a book that they wished had been written.  We’ve had some          

incredible entries from some extremely talented and imaginative students (see next page for               

examples).  Winner are yet to be announced, at the time of this publication, but we have our fingers 

crossed.    

Remember to keep celebrating reading all year round and keep sharing that enthusiasm! 

Miss Gretton 
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GCSE Science Live! 
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Mr Bayley and I had the pleasure of taking 17, Year 10           

students to Birmingham Symphony Hall for a day of                   

listening to scientists at the top of their field.  Our guest 

speakers were: 

 Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock:  A space scientist and 

presenter of the BBC’s ‘The Sky at Night’. 

 Professor Andrea Sella:  A chemist who works on 

the structure and bonding of elements. 

 Professor Jim Al-Khalili: A physicist interested in 

worm holes and their link to time travel. 

 Professor Alice Roberts: An anatomist, biological 

anthropologist, and presenter most recently in 

‘Digging for Britain’. 

 Professor Lord Robert Winston: a pioneer of IVF 

treatment and reproductive biology.  

 

Here are some comments from the students on how they 

felt about the day… 

“I loved listening to Professor 
Winston.  It was interesting to 
hear about his stories with IVF 
and to see ovulation on camera.  
It was very inspiring, and he is 
incredible with his amazing life 

changing work” Daisy 

“I took inspiration from 
the telescopes as I have 

one myself and I am          
fascinated by how much we 

still have to learn and           
discover”. Owen 

“My favourite 
parts were the 

time  travel man 
and Maggie        

because I like 
space and physics.  

It was fun to 
learn about the 
theories of time 
travel and the 

stars” Iris 

“I enjoyed learning of the 
properties of ice and how it 

is an interesting material 
that we take for granted in 
our everyday lives and if we 
just take time to study, we 

can be fascinated” Zack 

“The talk about time travel was 
really interesting.  It helped me 

relate science to fiction even 
though it seems absurd” Kezia 

“One of my favourite moments 
was Lord Professor Winston.  
He was sincerely interesting, 

engaging, and funny and gave an 
intriguing insight into his field”. 

Alana 

Overall, it was a fantastic                

opportunity for the students and 

they were a credit to the school.  

Mrs Kendall 
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Chemistry Olympiad 2022 

Designed to challenge and inspire, the UK Chemistry Olympiad is a unique opportunity for students 

to push themselves further and excel in the chemistry field.  This year Arrow Vale was represented 

by three of our dedicated Chemists in Year 13, Grace B., Luke R., and Neve S.   

They sat a ridiculously difficult chemistry paper with the rest of students nationally and did           

amazingly well in comparison to them.  Grace achieved a Bronze Award; Neve achieved a Silver 

Award and Luke gained our first ever Gold Chemistry Olympiad Award here at Arrow Vale.  To 

achieve Gold means that you needed a score in the top 8% of all students that competed nationally!   

They all should feel super proud of themselves at such a great achievement!  Well Done! 
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Miam Miam! 

Celebrating Students’ 
Success 

Congratulations to all the students who     

participated in the UKMT Maths Challenge 

2022.  221 students received a certificate.  

Well done to all.  

SILVER:  Zara C. 

BRONZE 

Bartosz C., Serenity S., Evan W., 

Stan W., Luke B., Charlie D.,             

Fraser S., Ollie H., Andre H.,                

Thomas E., Eryk F., Ethan D.,          

Faith L., and  Joshua T. 

 

Ben A and Rachel C both qualified 

and completed the next round (Pink 

Kangaroo). 

Zara C. qualified and completed the 

next round (Grey Kangaroo).  

 

 

Miam Miam (Yum Yum) in French is a fortnightly 

comment emanating from the food tech room!  Keen 

chef/linguists cook up a treat every other                   

Wednesday.  First of all they follow a shopping list in 

French and then they follow the recipe in French.  

Their latest culinary chef d’oeuvre were “les biscuits 

petti-dej” (breakfast cookies).  A zillion times better 

than Belvita! 
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Year 12 Exploring the 
use of Masks in Theatre 

 

Masks are amongst the oldest of 

theatrical ‘props’, but their use 

has become widespread in            

contemporary theatre.  Both 

mainstream and smaller             

productions, including those for 

children, use masks and the                  

ability to design, create and                

understand how to work with 

them is important. 

Year 12 Creative and Performing 

Arts students are working as part 

of a new children’s theatre             

company which use masks as 

part of its performance work.  

Drawing influence from products 

such as A Brave Face, Animal 

Farm and The Lion King Musical, 

their theatre company is           

developing a range of solo        

performances to showcase how 

masks can be used in children’s 

theatre.  Year 12 have been   

working as part of the company to 

research the different types of 

masks used throughout theatre 

history and their uses in modern 

theatre today.  They are working 

towards designing and making 

their own mask, using this within 

a solo performance as part of the 

theatre company’s repertoire.  

Recently they have explored 

workshops acting in the style of 

notable Commedia dell’Arte           

characters, exploring how the 

stock characters move and       

communicate.  They have also 

been exposed to the work of 

Vamos theatre  - the UK’s leading 

professional full mask theatre 

company.  Please turn over to 

read more about this in Bailey 

D.’s and Kaylee O.’s review.  
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Vamos Theatre                
Workshop  

Whilst masks have become a seemingly daily part of our lives over the past few years our Performing 

Arts students were given the opportunity to explore with a different type of mask in a recent workshop 

led by a theatre processional. 

On Thursday 31st March, our Year 10 and Year 12 Performing Arts students were able to take part in 

an experimental day of mask performance work led by Ricardo, one of Vamos’ theatre’s very own                

performers. 

Vamos theatre is the UK’s leading masked theatre company, who create beautiful heart-warming             

performances by wearing full fixed focus masks (masks that display a single emotion) to tell the story 

they are presenting.  The workshop was incredible well organised, educational and most of all fun!     

Especially for our Year 12 students, who are currently exploring the world of masks in performance for 

their Level 3 Creative and Performing Arts qualification.  

During the workshop, our students were challenged with multiple activities 

to help them adjust to the use of masks in their performances.  They      

started with a series of improvisation scenes, working in pairs, solos and 

groups to be prompted by Vamos’ practitioner and learn how to react          

without using their voices.  Wearing the masks, which were made from 

plastic and had two small eye holes to allow for vision, meant that students 

could only use their body language to express their emotions, using              

gestures such as a broken heart or a wagging finger to express anger or 

disappointment.  

Students struggled to adjust to the new way of performing but soon enjoyed 

being able to over-exaggerate their movements and play around with the 

comedic aspects of mask work.  

Ricardo also taught students the essential rules and key features of masked performances:  clocking, 

keeping the illusion and drawing focus.  The first rule, clocking, refers to the action of looking at and      

addressing the audience as if asking ’do you see this?’ in a way that breaks the fourth wall and involves 

and engages them in the performance.  This links to another key feature of masked theatre, drawing        

focus.  Wearing the masks can cause the audience to lose track of the action on stage and so it is vital 

that performers look and gesture to the focal point of the scene or movement to ensure audiences            

follow the story.  The final rule students were taught revolved around protecting the illusion of the 

masks.  Actors must turn away when putting their mask on to separate the audience’s connection of  

actor to mask, as well as not touching their masks, turning away if they were pretending to drink as to 

keep maintaining the illusion.  

These features proved difficult for students to follow at first, but soon, with the help of an experienced 

professional in masked theatre, they were able to create their own masked performances that            

integrated the rules and skills they had learnt in previous exercises.  Being able to learn from an              

industry professional was a fantastic opportunity for the aspiring performers in Year 10 and 12 and will 

surely be useful for their future ambitions and projects.  

Written by Year 12 Creative and Performing Arts Students Kaylee O., and Bailey D.  
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Year 11 Get a Taste of Adventure 

After school on Friday 25th March, a group of 

15, Year 11 students, boarded the minibuses 

and travelled 65 miles to Church Stretton, in 

the  beautiful Shropshire Hills, for a weekend 

of adventure,  personal development and    

tuition.  

Every member of the team took an active role 

in running the expedition so after a briefing, a 

short time to settle in, and some team building 

activities, the students then worked together to 

prepare the evening meal.  After a full week at 

school and the long journey, it wasn’t long be-

fore everyone made their way to bed, ready for 

the busy weekend to follow.  

Waking up at 7am on a weekend was a shock 

for many but with a little inspiring music (and            

questionable dancing) each day began with                

breakfast together and a briefing on the day’s 

activities. 

Saturday’s focus was on building resilience 

and finding solutions for some of the            

obstacles that we find on our way through 

Year 11. The team took part in an 18km hike 

over the Long Mynd, in beautiful conditions,                

encountering wild ponies, gliders, birds of 

prey, stunning landscapes and more sheep 

than we could count!  The hike over,              

everyone enjoyed drinks and cake before 

working together to explore what it means to 

be resilient and where we can find inspiration 

when things get though. 

After a short break, the team sprang into            

action again, building a campfire and                       

preparing delicious fajitas before rounding the 

day off with quality time and smores around 

the fire.  
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A poem written by Millie T.,             

inspired by her trip to Long Mynd 

 

HILLS 
As I stand amongst the risen hills, my 

heart pumping from the thrill. 

The air around me swirling free, I stand 

there silent, I can finally see. 

The hills, the trees all above me,           

standing oh, so glacially. 

They swing and dance like never         

before.  How could I think this world 

was a bore? 

I breathed in and out fresher than            

before. 

I raise my arms “forwards” shouts the 

captain “on with the tour, lets fend this 

country like never before” 

And just like that I waved goodbye to 

the hills.  

And led on, it’s time for the thrill. 

Sunday morning came sooner than expected, with the 

clocks moving forward an hour, but after breakfast the 

team pressed on with a morning of core subject                  

tutoring delivered by our expert staff.  The students’ 

engagement was really impressive and everyone 

made the most of the opportunity to prepare for this  

summer’s exams.  

With tutoring over, the minibuses arrived and whisked 

the team off to The, Edge Adventure Centre, for a    

final  afternoon of activities:  shooting, axe throwing 

and   bushcraft.  The atmosphere among the team 

was amazing and the cheers for each person as they 

took their turns were one of the highlights of the                

weekend.  A special mention goes out to Ollie C., for 

his expert axe throwing and Harry P., for the fastest 

shot of the day at just over 7 seconds to hit 5 targets. 

Throughout the weekend the students were excellent 

ambassadors for the Arrow Vale and themselves, 

demonstrating outstanding teamwork, initiative, and 

resilience.  Thank you to everyone who supported and 

attended the trip, making it such a success. Particular 

thanks to Miss Ash, Mr Barratt, Mr Bayley, Mrs Kendal 

and Miss Patterson for giving up their weekend to 

come and support our  students.  

Mr Fortune—Year 11 Year Team Leader 
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A Weekend to Remember!  
Tasha P in Year 11 gives below her account of the study weekend and how 

worthwhile she felt the trip to be. 

The countryside is one of the most wonderful        

places to go, the nature walks and seeing all the 

animals come out.  Breathing in the fresh air with 

no noise of cars or slamming doors, just peace.   

15 teenagers and 5 teachers, who knew that 2 

days away could be so perfect. 

The First Night: After a long time in the minibus 

killing time by asking what everyone’s favourite 

things were, we finally 

reached our destination.  

Walking around the site to 

see what we would be living 

in for 2 nights was               

extraordinary, the freedom 

and independence we felt 

was like no other.  A few 

team building exercises 

were carried out whilst some helped cook the food 

for the evening - Lasagne was what we had, and it 

tasted really good too.  The first night was like 

many first nights at a new place, curiosity filled us 

and therefore we started to wonder and discover 

new things around the site.  It wasn’t a 4 star hotel 

by far, but it was enough to enjoy what we had.  

The Big Day: This was it, the early wake up to 

go on a 24K walk.  We started off strong,          

navigating through the hills and seeing all the 

sheep with their new-born lambs.  The sun was         

reflecting off sunglasses and burring our skin, we 

didn’t mind for the time being though, that was a 

problem for later.  Views on top of views created a 

sense of adulthood within knowing we climbed that           

mountain and did it independently with elements of 

Mr Fortune’s map expertise to secure us on the 

journey.  At the top of the moun-

tain felt like we were on top of the 

world, looking down on villages 

and roads in the distance that 

looked like little spots on a huge 

canvas, a few stops then           

refreshed us for the descent of 

the mountain and back to camp.  

We finally got down the other side, feeling more 

energetic than at the start of the hike.  A few too 

many hills caused a few groans but the                 

determination within to get back to camp set a    

desire in us to carry on and not give up.  Eventually 

after 7 hours, we made it back.  We showered off 

and cleaned up before once again preparing dinner 

for the evening, this night it was fajita’s, the                    

flavours filled your mouth leaving us desperate for 

more.  Then to finish off a 

wonderful day, we ended with 

a campfire, toasted                 

marshmallows, smores and 

with friends around to       

connect with.  This night   

wasn’t like the first, by 

11.30pm there was silence, 

not a noise could be heard except from the sheep! 

The Last Day: This was the last day, we spent 

the morning doing some revision and being         

supplied with jam on rolled up bread thanks to Miss 

Ash with Miss Patterson, Mr Bailey, Miss Kendall 

and Mr Barret teaching us skills for the exams.  

Then came 11am and it was time for our                 

departure, the shower blocks and cabins looking 

as clean as ever, we left in the minibuses towards 

the adventure centre.  Shooting air rifles, making 

fires with marshmallows, and axe throwing to finish 

off the day.  

Waiting for 

the Mini-

buses to 

come back 

we played 

football, 

sat on 

benches, and bonded with each other.  They            

arrived and we were on our way back towards 

school, a quieter trip on the way back compared to 

the way there but that was okay.  We arrived back 

to school, went our separate ways, but made mem-

ories that would last a long time.  

https://www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/safeguarding/
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The Year 10 Art Students were introduced to 

Steam Punk and the work of renowned            

British artist, Eduardo Paolozzi, to inspire 

their recent artwork.  Students began the 

project by drawing from different forms of  

nature and mechanical objects.  Students 

then explored ’Steam Punk’ examples to     

develop ideas for how they were going to 

combine their intricate drawings and           

paintings of nature with mechanical objects.  

Students researched the work of Eduardo 

Paolozzi and looked at his public sculptures 

around London and created a visual tour 

guide, to explain their understanding of key 

works of art.  The final pieces were           

developed over several weeks on A3 paper.  

Students used collage, gouache paint and 

pro markers to achieve a Paolozzi style backgrounds for their interictally drawn 

man vs nature drawings.  The students responded well and enjoyed the creative 

challenge and the standard of work produced was excellent.          Mr A Field 

A small                  
selection of 

work created 
by Year 10 
GCSE Art          
Students 

Final outcomes inspired by Steam Punk and Eduardo Paolozzi 
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SPRING TERM 2022 

We have had a jam-packed Spring Term in the PE Department with our 

extra-curricular activities.  Here’s a snapshot of what we’ve got up to.  

NETBALL 

All year groups have had a great start to the academic year in terms of 

netball.  We have had several students attending training and we were 

able to select  A and B teams for ALL  year groups!  You 

all made the female PE Teachers’ job difficult to select 

the two teams in each year group.  

• Year 9 Netball Team (see pictures opposite):   

Thalia K., Maggie O., Holly B., Emily T., Emilia A., 

Darcy W., Elsa L., Lucy H., Kaci W., Kiera B., 

Chloe H., Kelsey A., Maria E., Nadia H.,                          

Serenity S., and Lily-Ann K., 

• Year 10 Netball Team: Kelsey B., Maddison C., 

Katie M., Ruby H., Mia P., Alexie-Victoria O.,                    

Amelia G., Brooke J., and Ella B., 

• Year 11 Netball Team: Ellie B., Macey C-G., Neve G., Halle 

S.,Tashantie T., Betsaida B-G., Ellie M-P., Ivy B., and Maja J.,  

 

 

BOYS FOOTBALL 

Football fixtures and training across the whole school has been 

as strong as ever, with consistently high numbers turning up to 

Year 9 and 10 football training.  Below are the players who have 

turned up to training, along with some of the team results below.  

Year 9 Squad:  Sam B. (GK), Eryk F., Nathaniel B., Harrison 

M., Kian C., Charlie D., Jack W., Ben H. (Capt.), Liam A., 

Charlie C.,, Evan Booker., Riley H., Frazer S., Jake A.,               

Ben G., Ben A., Jayden P., and Jack W., 

Fixtures 

 AWAY: Saints draw 0-0 

 AWAY: Woodrush Loss 2-1 

https://www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/safeguarding/
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Year 10 Squad:  Harry C., Alfie H., Josh L., Seb P., Adam S., Logan M., Michael S., Cam C., Brad R., 

Tayo D., Alfie C., Lewis D., Oliver E., Jack W., George F., Kian S., Aiden L., Noah K., and Kyran H., 

Fixtures 

 AWAY: Trinity Loss  

 HOME: Tutor Grange  Loss 

Upcoming Fixtures 

 HOME: Saints  

 AWAY: Woodrush 

 

Year 11 Squad: J B., Thomas F., George F., Jacob F. (capt.), Curtis H., Sam L., Joe M., Jack M., Hay-

den R., Harry S., Harvey S., Mat T., Jacob W., Harvey W., and Lucas W. 

District Competition 

Presently the Year 11 squad are unbeaten in the District, and they stand top of the group:   

Excellent win over Tudor Grange Redditch 5-0 with an excellent all round performance. 

In an outstanding game against Woodrush the boys scored a last minute goal to win an excellent game 

5-4.  With Thomas F. scoring an individual goal after Sam L. levelled the game with a 30 Yard long 

range effort. 

The boys continued their winning ways and beat Ridgeway with a resounding 3-1 win, away on a                 

challenging surface to Ridgeway.  Sam O. scoring a sensational individual goal and setting up a tap in 

for Jacob F., to lash home his second of the game.  

The boys just need a final win in the last game of the season vs Trinity on Wednesday 27th April.  

Good Luck! 

County Cup 

In an excellent all round game the boys drew after full time 3 - 3 despite scoring a penalty Tutor Grange 

equalised with 30 seconds left. 

The game went to penalties and George F., made 2 excellent 

saves.  Unfortunately, it went to sudden death and Tudor Grange 

Worcester won 6 - 5  

 

Sixth Form Squad:  Sudais A., Jack B., Filip B., Fabian C., 

Joshua E., Ben E., David G., Reece L., Kacper M., Abdullah M., 

Dante M., Senad O., Hasnaat S., and Azan S., 

Arrow Vale Sixth Form have competed in 2 football matches 

since the turn of the New Year, in each game all the boys                      

performed really well.   
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FITNESS SUITE 

(Lunchtimes) 

Our lunchtime numbers 

have increased with plenty 

of you accumulating your 

house points!  KEEP         

collecting them!! KEEP up 

your motivation!! 

Not only do we have the 

fitness suite available at 

lunchtimes, we have     

indoor cricket and       

rounders as options to 

have some fun with.  Make 

sure in the summer term 

you get down to the Sports 

Centre with your trainers 

ready to get fit and active, whilst having fun with your mates! 

Thank you to all the PE staff that also give up their lunchtimes to run activities.  Students please don’t 

take this for granted as staff give up their own time to run these clubs and fixtures for you!  Maybe a lit-

tle thank you would go a long way next time you attending a club.  

 

SPORT LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 

EVENTS 

The sports leaders have run a few events this 

term with students from Year 9 and 10 getting 

involved, involving both previous and new 

sports leaders. 

• Indoor Athletics:  Two athletics events 

for school games took 

place in which 24 leaders 

from Year 10 ran the 

event at Arrow Vale.  The 

students were fantastic 

and the events ran 

smoothly.  Staff from     

visiting schools said how 

well the students did and 

how fantastic their               

leadership skills were.  
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• Multi-Sports Event:  On Friday 25th March, 

16 Year 9 leaders ran and organised a new 

event at Arrow Vale for prospective Arrow Vale 

students who have struggled with school since 

the pandemic.  The year 9 leaders were         

selected from a list of 43 students who wanted 

to be involved with this opportunity.  The         

leaders were fantastic in getting the younger 

pupils involved in activities and talking to them 

about what it is like at Arrow Vale and what 

they can expect if they come here.  The        

feedback from school staff was that the                 

students ran the day well and were very    

supportive to the younger pupils.  

There will be more leadership events after Easter 

so any students who put their name forward                 

previously please keep an eye out for the                           

advertisements regarding these events.  

Mrs Pearson and Mrs Berry would like to say a 

massive ‘WELL DONE’ to all the students in Year 

9 and 10 who have supported with sports                          

leadership events so far this academic year.  

 

YEAR 10 AND 11 FOODBALL 

CHARITY MATCH 

Finally a massive thank you to all the students who 

took part and played, but also the staff and students 

who contributed to the funds raised for the              

Shakespeare Hospice.  This was the Hospice that 

looked after Mr Healy and his family.  You should all 

be really proud of yourselves if you contributed to all 

the funds raised.  I’m sure Mr Healy would have 

been really proud of you all too! 

 

 

Overall, I would like to thank you for your hard work 

and efforts when attending fixtures and clubs and 

for representing the school and department in an 

excellent manner.  Please may this continue into the 

summer term and hopefully we can add some more 

victory’s to the list.  

The PE Department 
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Under 16 Girls make 
Worcestershire Schools Cup 

Year 10 and 11 girls played a semi final game 

for the Worcester Schools Cup on Thursday 

24th March against Trinity High School.  

The game started off fairly even, with Arrow             

Vale and Trinity both playing well and linking up 

well to create opportunities.  Arrow Vale’s             

Captain, Natasha P., had a shot on goal but            

unfortunately it was just over the bar.  Caydence 

M., delivered some brilliant free kicks into the 

box but Arrow Vale could not find the back of the 

net.  Trinity then came close to scoring but a 

fantastic save from Holly-Jane C., denied them 

the chance to lead going into second half.   

Just before half time whistle Mollie K., managed 

to break the deadlock with a lob over the Trinity 

goalkeepers head to the far post.  Arrow Vale 

headed into the break leading 1-0. 

After half time the game continued to be end to 

end with Arrow Vale standing strong and                

stopping the attack from Trinity.  Ella P-R., and 

Alice W., cleared everything away and stayed 

focused to ensure that Trinity could not get an 

equaliser. 

Arrow  Vale looked as though they might come 

close to scoring again with some excellent play 

from Olivia P., to win the ball back in midfield for 

Erin C., and Ellie-Jayne P., to link up well to          

create another opportunity for Mollie K.,          

however the Trinity defender was there to deny 

Mollie of her second goal.  

In the final 10 minutes Arrow Vale had another 

opportunity through some excellent wing play 

with Kayleigh Mc., and Maisie B., but again the 

Trinity defence cleared their lines well.  

In the final minutes Trinity looked as though they 

were going to send the game into extra time, 

however the Trinity striker guided the ball into 

the net using their hand and the goal was           

denied. 

Arrow Vale finished the game strong and were 

the deserved winner in a tough game.   

They now face St Augustine’s in the 

Final at Redditch United Club on            

Thursday 5th May - 4pm kick off.  

The  girls would be very grateful for any support 

at the final to help cheer them on in what will be 

a terrific game of football! 

Miss S Berry 



Traveling the World Thai Fighting 
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Over the past few months, I have been very busy with fighting.  I 

have travelled to Thailand and Turkey to fight for Team GB and I 

also fought in my first professional fight in Birmingham in front of 

friends and family. 

In December, I travelled to Bangkok, Thailand to represent Team 

GB in the IFMA Muay Thai World Championships.  During the first 

week I got to train with Team GB leading up to the tournament.  I 

also got to go to a Thai gym and train with a well-known Thai 

coach.  During the second week of the tournament, I fought against 

a tough Portuguese in the quarter final.  Unfortunately, I didn’t get 

the win but I put on a very good performance and it was a very 

close fight.  I just missed out on bringing home a medal.  Overall, it 

was a very good experience and I learnt a lot.  

In February, I travelled to Istanbul, Turkey to represent Team GB in 

the IFMA European Muay Thai Championships.  My first fight was 

against a strong Turkish girl in the quarter final.  I went on to win 

that fight and advanced to the semi-final.  I then fought, 2 days     

later, in the semi-final against a strong girl from Ukraine.                  

Unfortunately, I didn’t get the win but I gave a very strong                  

performance especially in the last round after being 2 rounds down.   

For the third and final round, I came out very strong looking to 

hopefully finish the fight so I could 

get the win.  I managed to give the 

girl an 8 count which wasn’t 

enough though to get the fight 

stopped.  However, I did come 

home with a bronze medal.  Over-

all, it was a very good experience 

and all the fighters were of a very 

good standard. 

On 19th March, I had my very first bare shin professional fight 

against a girl who was older and more experienced, within                            

professional fighting.  It was a tough fight but as the fight went on, I 

got stronger.  In the first round the girl came out throwing loads of 

head kicks and spinning stuff.  Within the first 30 seconds of the 

first round, she threw a head kick which caught my eye and cause it 

to bruise and swell instantly.  Luckily, I could still see and my corner 

team managed to reduce the swelling.  As the rounds went on I 

closed the distance and stopped her from throwing head kicks and 

spinning stuff, which enabled me to go on to win the fight on points. 

Ellie P. (Year 13) 



Cultural Opening Ceremony for 
the Common Wealth Games 
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I started dance when I was 3 and have been dancing ever 

since.  I’ve been taught various disciplines from ballet and 

pointe to modern jazz and contemporary.  In those 11 years 

I have had some amazing experiences but this one was the 

best.  The Commonwealth Games is a big deal and to dance 

in it is a massive opportunity.  An opportunity I was given.  I 

knew I would have late nights and wouldn’t be able to have 

hot meals, but it was a sacrifice I was prepared to make for 

such a huge commitment.  Dance is like my therapy and 

helps me to have some peace without thinking about              

anything, so this experience has also been a helpful one to 

me personally.  If I could give any advice I would say take 

any opportunity that is thrown at you and give it your all.  

Preparation for this event start on 24th January 2022 and 

required many rehearsals at my dance school in Halesowen, the 

NEC and Centenary Square in Birmingham City Centre.  At first I 

thought ‘What am I going to do in March with all those rehearsals?’        

I had to step back and say ‘focus on the present and not the future’.  

I also had a talk with my parents who were able to tell me what kind 

of commitment this would take and how tired I would be, to help me   

decide.  I haven’t been able to spend a lot of time with my family and 

I’ve been given extra time to complete homework from school but 

this was a once in a lifetime experience.  I knew the sacrifices I had 

to make but I still went for it.  The training is difficult and hard work 

but it shows in the performance. Timmins Academy (the dance 

school I go to) have been honoured by being given the choreography 

in the show.  It was such a privilege to dance with MotionHouse and 

work with Kevin (the director of the show) who has taught me new 

skills that I wouldn’t have gained without this opportunity.  

I think more people should do dance.  It’s good for you, provides            

exercise and it’s fun!  You also get to meet new people and make 

new friends.  I wouldn’t know nearly as many people as I do now, 

had I not continued with my dance.  

You might come across some              

challenges but you will find a way to 

push pass them.  If you’re lucky you 

might be able to meet some famous 

people as well.   

Overall, this experience has been 

awesome but tiring.  However, if I 

was ever given another opportunity 

like this, I would take it in an instant.  

Lucy L (Year 9) 



Local Football Clubs’ News 
Students from Arrow Vale are part of these clubs 

So Sp 
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Kingfisher FC Under 14s 
Chloe H. and Lucy H. (year 9) were part of the incredible Kingfisher FC U14s, 
who were victorious against Redditch Utd with a 4-0 win in the  Mercian 
League Cup Final.  

Redditch Borough Football Club Under 14s 
After losing pretty much every game in the 20/21 season due partly to  hard year of lockdowns and restrictions, 
the League Secretary for Central Warwickshire FA advised  the team to drop to a lower division stating, “we 
would find it hard to win any games in the current division”.   The coaches, Steven Sankey, Nick Considine and 
Marc Sims, took the decision to stay in the current division as they all felt the team deserved another try. 

It turned out to the be right decision, as the team ended up winning 11 games, drawing 2 and losing only 2 out of 
15 games.   This resulted in Redditch Borough Football Club Under 14s winning Division 4.  The team consists of a 
number of Arrow Vale students:  Evan Sankey, Fraser Sims, Charlie Considine, Charlie Dukes, Evan Brooker, Ben 
Andrews, Ben Gladwin, Kian Cross. 

Well done, this was a great achievement and in the spirit of teamwork and togetherness.   

Information and photo provided by Steve Sankey, coach for Redditch Borough Football Club U14s 
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PlayStation Schools Cup 
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This Year sees the inaugural year for the 

PlayStation Schools Cup in which students 

from Years 9—11 can take part in a FIFA    

tournament on a PS5 given to us by Sony.  

Students, since January, have been              

competing against each other in a knockout 

style tournament and our winner, Tai A (Year 

10), was announced on Friday 24th March ‘’.   

Taio will represent our school at the national 

finals which takes place at West Bromwich  

Albion’s football ground in May.  Taio will be 

one of 321 players across the country who 

have become champions for their school and 

will complete against one another to be 

crowned national champion.  Good luck Taio.  

 



We had an impressive number of students 

who took part in the tournament, with over 130 

battling against each other to become their 

year group champion.  The support from              

students at lunch times in the theatre was                     

incredible and a shout out to Cavan D. and the 

technician team who put on quite the             

atmosphere with a lights show and music to 

go with the competition.  The long road to                

championship was one that students will never 

forget.  

On 25th January the tournament began with 

Year 11s taking to the stage and many playing 

a PS5 for the first time in their lives!  The                    

fixture's went the way of the favourites for the 

first few fixtures, but a big upset in Year 10 

happened the next day when Sam S. knocked 

out Malyck D. on penalties to set the                    

tournament alight.  From then on the crowds 

flocked and whether they wanted the warmth 

from the cold lunch times, or to support their 

peers the Theatre was regularly packed and 

the crowds showed excellent sportsmanship 

regardless of the results.  The biggest win of 

the first round went to Rhys F. who beat               

Callum S. 4-0.  At the early stages, Taio drew 

0-0 with Lewis D. and only won on penalties - 

sometimes these competitions are won on the 

smallest of margins.  

Thomas E. in Year 9 won the hearts of the 

Year 11 supports who saw him beat Liam A. 

and Charlie C. (two hot favourites) to get to 

the final for the Year 9s.  Rhys O. came into 

his own in the final few rounds scoring by far 

the best looking goals of the tournament.  The 

final was close between him and Tom, but 

Rhys ended up being the Year 9 champion.  

In Year 10, Taio breezed through the semi  

finals beating Cameron C. 4-0 to make it into 

the semi finals and beating Ryan T. to be 

crowned Year 10 Champion.. 

In Year 11 the big rivalry was between Joe M. 

and Callum D., with Tommy F. knocking out 

Callum early in the rounds.  Joe had a slight 

scare only going through on penalties earlier 

in the rounds but comfortably made it to          

become the year 11 champion. 

The final 3 year group champions played each 

other with Rhys and Taio taking it to 12          

penalties each.  

This was by far 

the closest and 

most tense 

game of the 

tournament 

which could 

easily have 

gone the way 

of Rhys on  

another day.  

Joe then played Rhys and won 4-0 making the            

final look like a sure thing, but that’s not how 

the history books are destined to be.  

The final was looking like a fore-gone               

conclusion when Joe took an early lead in the 

5th minute and doubled that lead not long          

afterwards.  Taio pulled one back at the 20  

minute mark and had levelled by half time 

making it 2-2.  The second half saw some         

tactical switches and when Taio took the lead 

at around 60 minutes, the crowd, and Joe,  

became nervous.  The year 10s couldn’t quite 

believe that Taio had taken the lead with such 

a big build up pointing towards an easy win for 

Joe.  Despite Joe’s attempts to pile players 

forward and a calm resolve that things would 

turn out alright for him in the end.  Taio’s           

tactical changes meant that he scored two late 

goals and ended up winning the game 5-2.  

The crowd went crazy and so they should, a 

monumental effort by all players involved and 

the chance of a lifetime to test his FIFA skills 

against the very best. 

Well done for all those involved and good luck 

Taio! 

Mr T Preston - Vice Principal 
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Careers Events at Arrow Vale 

Year 11 Mock Interviews 
Sixteen different employers came to Arrow Vale in March to run some mock interviews.                 

Students are rarely required to talk in a formal situation nor to people they do not know, so they 

were well out of their comfort zone and pretty anxious.  Despite this they demonstrated immense 

resilience and rose to the challenge.   They answered questions on their strengths and                    

weaknesses, hobbies, and aspirations and dreams.  There was a lot of self-reflections.  Some      

students started churning out their over-rehearsed answers but soon settled into it and became 

more natural and enthusiastic.  All left feeling like they had conquered a huge challenge and left 

with an immense sense of achievement. 

Thank you to SCCB, West Mercia Police, Savient UK, Redditch Borough Council, Nash Business 

Systems, Solihull College, Worcestershire Apprenticeships, Worcester University, Skillswize,  

Lamberts, Stratford College, Morrisons and CEF.   

Our employers raved about the Year 11 students 

who were a credit to both themselves and the 

school.  Good luck as you move forward Year 11, 

and remember the skills you developed through 

this event.  Take on board all the useful feedback 

the employers gave you. 

Mrs S Noble—MFL, CEIAG and ITT Lead. 

Kerry Davies came in in early March to talk to us about apprenticeships post 16. 
She told us where to find vacancies and how to apply. She also told us about 
how many hours we would spend at college and how many we would spend in 
the workplace. Some of us had friends and family that wanted to set up an            
apprenticeship for us in their company so Kerry explained how we could make 
that possible. When we looked at the list of current vacancies we found roles for 
chefs, barbering, IT and engineering. We now know to keep an eye on Vacan-
cies | Worcestershire Apprenticeships (worcsapprenticeships.org.uk) and Find 
an apprenticeship - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) which are updated daily. She                   
signposted us to a CV template Chronological CV example | Prospects.ac.uk.  
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https://worcsapprenticeships.org.uk/wtpa_vacancy/
https://worcsapprenticeships.org.uk/wtpa_vacancy/
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/cvs-and-cover-letters/example-cvs/chronological-cv-example
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Crown Prosecution Service Workshop 
The Business, Professional and Financial Services Sector is a key sector in the West Midlands’ 

economy and it is really important for young people in the region to understand the career                  

opportunities that it offers them.  

Growing Talent BPFS offered a group of 35 Year 10 HPA students a workshop so that they could 

explore how to become a part of this vibrant sector.  

In The Crown Prosecution Service workshop the students learnt about what type of roles there 

were.  They explored the various employment and learning pathways into CPS, i.e. that business 

admin staff were needed as well as barristers and lawyers.   

The students learnt that they could do a degree or an apprenticeship, and were surprised that the 

apprenticeships were at all levels (from level 2 to 7). 

If they had ambitions, of becoming a solicitor the students were told that it required six years at 

University, which is a lot of tuition fee.  As an alternative, they could do an apprenticeship whilst          

working in a practice which the students felt was amazing - earning 

whilst learning, hands-on experience and a  qualification at the end! 

Also discussed was the areas they could work in, such as family law, 

criminal law, conveyancing, wills and probates etc. 

A few of them said after the workshop that they were really keen to do 

the online work experience package that would be on offer in June.  

Mandy from SCCB came in to talk to us about T Levels mid-March.  What are T Levels?  T Levels are 

new courses that were launched in September 2020.  They follow GCSEs and will be equivalent to 

three A Levels.  These two-year courses have been developed in collaboration with employers and 

businesses, so that the content meets the needs of industry and prepares students for work.  During a 

typical week students spend some time in college and some in the workplace.  

T Levels are an alternative to A Levels, apprenticeships and other 16—19 courses.  Equivalent to 3 A 

Levels, a T Level focuses on vocational skills and can help students into skilled employment, higher 

study or apprenticeships.  Each T Level includes and in-depth industry placement that lasts at least 45 

days.  Students get valuable experience in the workplace; employers get early sight of the new talent 

in their industry.  T Level students spend 80% of the course in the classroom, learning the skills that        

employers need.  The other 20% is a meaningful industry placement, where they put these skills into 

action.  

HOW College are offering 3 T Levels: Education and Childcare Digital Production, Design and                         

Development Digital Support and services.  

SCCB are offer 9 T Levels: Business Administration, Digital Production, Design and Development,            

Digital Support Services, Engineering and Manufacturing, Health, Laboratory Science, Design,                      

Surveying and Planning for Constructions,  Building Services Engineering for Construction, Education 

and Childcare, Building Services for Construction and Electrical and Electronic Equipment.  
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Help the bunny to collect the carrots.  

Print this page and colour the carrots as you 

complete the individual reading challenges. 

Happy Reading!! 

Read a book 

about a Rabbit 

or Chicken 
Read a book 

with an orange 

or yellow             

cover 

Read a book 

outside and 

enjoy a nice 

spring day 

Read a book 

to a parent or 

sibling 

Google and 

read about 

Easter       

customs in 

other           

countries 

Read a book 

whilst eating 

your             

Chocolate 

Egg. 

Read a 

book by 

your        

favourite 

Author 

Read a 

book whilst 

snuggled    

in bed 

Read  

Arrow 

News  
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For your own personal log - print this page and keep a list and rate the books 

you read over Easter. 



Just for Fun - Spring Quiz  
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(A) 

Mr & Mrs Roberts have 3 
daughters and 2 sons. At 
Easter they each give each 
other an Easter egg. How many Easter eggs 
do they exchange in total ? 

 

Answer ________________ 

(B) 

The Easter bunny has 164 eggs 
to put into baskets. Each       
basket fits 4 eggs. How many 
baskets will he need? 
 

Answer ________________ 

(C) 

My 6 chickens lay 5 eggs each per 
week. Chicken food costs £9.50 
per sack and a sack lasts for a 
month. If I sell all my eggs for 1 year for 
£1.20 per half dozen how much profit will I 
make? (assume 52 weeks per year). 

Answer ________________ 

(D) 

The Easter bunny delivers 19 eggs to 47             
different towns. How many eggs has he deliv-
ered in total? 

 

Answer ________________ 

MATHS EASTER CHALLENGE 

EMOJIS: Can you work out the titled of these 20 famous children’s books? 



1 
In 1991, what animal did Australia replace 

the Easter Bunny with? 

2 
What do the Bermudians do on Good          

Friday? 

3 
Haux, a French town makes a giant          

omelette each Easter.  How many eggs 

are used and how many people will the 

omelette feed? 

4 
What do Germans love doing to celebrate 

Easter? 

5 
What is Poland’s famous Easter bread 

called? 

6 
Which country holds the worlds largest 

Easter Extravaganzas'?  What are the 

Easter carpets that line the streets in this 

country made from? 

7 
In Italy what is the 350 year old Easter     

tradition called? 

8 
What unusual thing do the Norwegians' do 

during their Easter holidays? 

9 
Why do the people of Ukraine throw water 

over each other during their Easter       

Celebrations? What is this event called? 

10 
What is the annual event held on Easter 

Monday at the White House in America 

and who usually runs this event? 

 Answers on Page 41 

  EASTER CELEBRATIONS AROUND THE WORLD QUIZ 

Turn to pages 44 — 45 to find the answers to the following questions 
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EASTER 
WORD 

SCRAMBLE 
 

1. HOTCOLECA 

 

2., SKATEB 

 

3.  UNYNB 

 

4.  GRIDFOYDOA 

 

5.  SOBSUNCHORT 

 

6.  GINSRP 

 

7.  KICSCH 

 

8.  GHUTNEG 

 

8  DREAMYONATES 

 

10.  BEALNCEOITR 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

 Reading is a great way to spend 

the Holidays!   

Cut out  and  use the bookmark         

below for your next great read! 

_
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 _

 _
 

Quiz Answers from pages 44-45 

EMOJI’S 

1. Goldilocks and the Three Bears;  

2. The Snail and the Whale 

3. The Very Hungry Caterpillar 

4. The Tiger  who came to tea. 

5. Paddington Bear. 

6. The Rainbow Fish 

7. Winnie the Witch 

8. We are going on a bear hunt. 

9. The Gruffalo 

10. Elmer and the Rainbow 

11. Little Red Riding Hood 

12. Aliens Love Underpants 

13. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

14. The Cat in the Hat 

15. Matilda 

16. Harry Potter 

17. Gangsta Granny 

18. The lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. 

19. James and the Giant Peach 

20. The BFG 
 

MATHS EASTER CHALLENGE 

A.  52 (each person gives 6 away); B. 41 baskets;           

C. £198 and D. 893 
 

EASTER WORD SCRAMBLE 

1. CHOCOLATE; 2. BASKET; 3. BUNNY; 4. GOOD 

FRIDAY; 5. HOT CROSS BUNS; 6. SPRING;             

7. CHICKS; 8. EGG HUNT; 9. EASTER MONDAY;        

10. CELEBRATION 

QUIZ ANSWERS 

1. Bilby (rabbit eared bandicoot); 2.  Kitefest / fly hand-

made kites; 3. 15,000 eggs / 1,000 people;                   

4. Decorate tree branches; 5. Babka; 6.  Guatemala / 

dyed colour sawdust and sand; 7. Scoppio del Carro 

(explosion of the cart); 8. Cosy up in a cabin and read 

crime books or watch crime shows; 9. Tradition           

connected to the baptism of a polish prince hundreds 

of years ago / ‘Wet Monday’; 10. Easter Egg Roll / First 

Lady. 
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Safeguarding At                  
Arrow Vale 

Dear Parents/Carers, 

Due to the increased complex needs of safeguarding, we have increased the number of                             

safeguarding staff in school, in order to provide further support to our students and families.  See 

previous page for a list of those members of staff.  

Now that the COVID restrictions have been lifted, we have been able to hold assemblies with the 

students in person and have delivered so far this year assemblies on: 

• Peer on Peer Abuse 

• Knife Crime 

• Internet Safety 

Our knife Crime assembly was a poignant assembly given the terrible incident in March, at Asda in 

Redditch, which ended with the loss of life of Ian Kirwan.  We felt it was appropriate to raise                   

awareness with our students around carrying knives and getting involved with gangs that carry 

them.   I know as parents and carers that you will support the school in also educating your child/

young person about the dangers and consequences of carrying knives.  

Staff have undertaken safeguarding training through briefings on: 

• FGM and Breast Ironing 

• Children Missing in Education 

• Keeping Children Safe in Education 2021-2022 updates. 

If you are looking for support with emotional wellbeing or have a concern for a child, then please 

check out the school website ‘Safeguarding’ pages, where you will find lots of support for both          

parents and students.  

We wish you all a very happy holidays and hope that the weather is kind to us all.  

Safeguarding Team 

Call NSPCC On 0806 800 5000   

or email  help@nspcc.org.uk   

Police 101 for non-emergency                      

reporting of a crime 

Police 999 for  emergency 

reporting of a crime 

mailto:help@nspcc.org.uk
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Designated Safeguarding Staff 

www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk 

SAFEGUARDING 

WEBSITE PAGES           

INCLUDING               

RESOURCES / LINKS 

FOR WELLBEING 
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So Sp 

 

M C 

Easter Celebrations                    
Around the World 

There are many unique Easter traditions around the world, from religious rituals to fun and quirky              

annual activities steeped in history.  Knowing how people in other places reflect on Easter is not only 

fascinating to learn about, it is also a good way to feel connected to other cultures and communities                     

different from your own.  Here are 10 countries who celebrate Easter in their own unique way. 

 

AUSTRALIA: In 1991, rabbit-free Australia, launched a campaign to replace the Easter 

‘bunny’ with the Easter ‘Bilby’ or rabbit-eared bandicoot.  Why the switch?  In Australia, 

rabbits are widely considered pests for destroying crops and land.  Companies now 

make chocolate ‘Bilbies’ for Easter, with proceeds benefiting the endangered animals. 

 

BERMUDA: In Bermuda the festivities begin with the ‘Good Friday 

KiteFest’.  People who want to celebrate go to Horseshoe Bay Beach to show off and 

fly their homemade kites.  Most of the kites made are hexagonal or octagonal and are 

decorated in bold, brightly-coloured, geometric designs.  There are categories in which 

people compete in, including Best Traditional Bermuda Kite and Most Innovative          

Design etc.   How this came about, was that a local Sunday school teacher explaining 

Christ’s ascension launched a kite that looked like Jesus to help students understand, 

and thus the tradition was born.  

On Easter Sunday, Bermudians attend sunrise services held on different beaches across the island. 

 

FRANCE:  On Easter Monday, in a Southern French town of ‘Haux’, a 

giant omelette is served up in the town’s main square.  This giant               

omelette uses more than 15,000 eggs and feeds up to 1,000 people.  

Legend has it, when Napoleon and his army were travelling through the 

South of France, they stopped at the small town and ate omelettes.           

Napoleon, from all accounts, liked his so much that he ordered the 

townspeople to gather their eggs and make a giant omelette for his army the next day.  

 

GERMANY:  People in Germany love decorating for Easter!  They decorate tree 

branches with painted eggs in the same way we decorate a tree for Christmas.  In 

addition to celebrating the holiday itself, Easter marks the kick-off for Spring with 

many people wearing colourful traditional dress to celebrate the occasion.  

 

POLAND:  In Poland families get together to celebrate the holiday and eat 

a filling Easter Sunday breakfast.  The most famous part of a Polish Easter 

is the babka, a bread that traditional has raisins and a thin glaze on top of 

it.   
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GUATEMALA: The City of Antigua in Guatemala 

holds the world’s largest Easter extravaganzas.  It      

involves a very large religious parade of floats that  

require 50 to 100 citizens to carry them through,       

somber black crepe paper strewn streets, on Good Fri-

day. 

The most striking Easter tradition here though, is the 

intricate sand designs called ‘alfombras’ (which is the 

Arabic word for carpet), which line the streets.   They 

are multi-chromatic creations which come in patterns 

of all kinds, geometric, floral or illustrative.  The local 

artisans spend days creating these masterpieces using a mix of dyed sawdust and sand.  Once these 

‘Carpets’ have been admired, then on Good Friday a procession walks over them, kicking up the sand 

and erasing the designs in the process.  

 

ITALY: In Florence, Italy, locals celebrate a 350 year old Easter tradition known as 

Scoppio del Carro (explosion of the cart).  An ornate cart packed with fireworks is led 

through the streets of the city by people in colourful 15th century costumes before 

stopping outside the Duomo.  The Archbishop of Florence then lights a fuse during 

Easter Mass that leads outside to the cart and sparks a lively fireworks display.   The 

meaning behind this custom dates back to the First Crusade, and is meant to ensure 

a good harvest. 

 

NORWAY:  In Norway, Easter is a popular time to cosy up in a cabin and read crime 

books or watch crime shows on television.  The tradition is said to have started in 

1923 when a book publisher promoted its new crime book on the front pages of 

newspapers.  The ads resembled real news so much so that people didn’t know it 

was a publicity stunt, and it therefore received massive attention — thus the tradition 

started in Norway.  It also helps that Norway has plenty of time to relax and read, 

thanks to their lengthy Easter holiday season.  

 

UKRAINE: On Easter Monday the Ukraine  

people celebrate easter by throwing water over each other.  It is 

known as ’Wet Monday’ and happens in other countries like Po-

land, Slovakia and Lithuania too.  It’s a tradition connected with 

the baptism of a Polish Prince hundreds of years ago.  

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: At the 

White House, an annual Easter egg roll is 

held on the lawn.  This tradition dates back 

to 1878 when President Rutherford B 

Hayes ran the country.  It is held on Easter 

Monday and it’s usually the president’s 

wife (the First Lady), who is in charge of 

the event.   
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Keeping your Child Safe 
Online! 

The internet has become an important part of every day life and there are lots 

of fun and interesting things that your child can now do and its a great way to 

stay in touch with their family and friends over the holidays… BUT it’s               

IMPORTANT to understand how to stay safe when they are online.   

 It can be a minefield as a parent wanting to know how best to protect your child when they are online.    

Here are a few websites to help you keep your child safe: 

• Thinkuknow ((https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/) by the National Crime Agency - Child Exploitation 
and Online Protection command (NCA-CEOP) - resources for parents and carers and children of 
all ages to help keep children safe online (https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/) 

 
• Childnet (https://www.childnet.com/) has developed guidance for parents and carers to begin a 

conversation about online safety, as well as guidance on keeping under-fives safe online 

• Parent Info (https://parentzone.org.uk/) is a collaboration between Parent Zone and NCA-
CEOP - support and guidance for parents and carers related to the digital world from leading  
experts and organisations 

• National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) - guidance for parents and 
carers to help keep children safe online (https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-
safety) 

• UK Safer Internet Centre (https://saferinternet.org.uk/guide-and-resource/parents-and-carers) - 
tips and advice for parents and carers to keep children safe online - you can also report any 
harmful content found online through the UK Safer Internet Centre 

• Inclusive Digital Safety Hub (https://www.internetmatters.org/inclusive-digital-safety/) and Online 
Safety Hub, (https://www.internetmatters.org/connecting-safely-online/) created by South West 
Grid for Learning in partnership with Internet Matters - support and tailored advice for young  
people with additional learning needs and their parents or carers 

• Parents’ Guide to Age Ratings (https://indd.adobe.com/view/edb6c04a-b984-4cd4-ab93-

79ea28ac8298) explains how the British Board of Film Classification rates content, and gives 

parents advice on choosing online content well 

• ParentWise (https://parentwise.campaign.gov.uk/) Gives a helping hand for parents and carers.  

Giving parents the knowledge and skills to act and prevent if there are problems. 

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
https://www.childnet.com/
https://www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers/have-a-conversation
https://www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers/hot-topics/keeping-young-children-safe-online
https://parentinfo.org/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety
https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/parents-and-carers
https://reportharmfulcontent.com/
https://reportharmfulcontent.com/
https://www.internetmatters.org/inclusive-digital-safety/
https://www.internetmatters.org/connecting-safely-online/
https://www.internetmatters.org/connecting-safely-online/
https://indd.adobe.com/view/edb6c04a-b984-4cd4-ab93-79ea28ac8298
https://indd.adobe.com/view/edb6c04a-b984-4cd4-ab93-79ea28ac8298
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… and regularly                
open windows                
to keep rooms               

ventilated 



Notices 

 NO HOODIES, BASEBALL CAPS OR ANY OTHER 
HEADWEAR (except for religious purposes) to be worn 
in school. 

 COATS NOT to be WORN INSIDE the school 
building, including LDR and OC. 

 NO TRAINERS to be worn in school. 

 MAKEUP needs to remain discreet NO FAKE NAILS OR EYE LASHES. 

 PHONES on the way in and out of school are NOT TO BE SEEN. 

 Leave all classrooms, meeting UNIFORM EXPECTATIONS 

 FOOD ONLY to be EATEN in LDR and OC — NO energy / Fizzy drinks to be 
seen. 

See the General Information Booklet on the website for the full list of rules. 
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For the latest news from                               
RSA Central Trust please 

visit 

www.centralregionsschoolstrust.co.uk 

Arrow Vale’s Careers Provision Visit: 

https://www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/teaching-and-

learning/careers/careers-provision-at-av/ 

For the latest news and information please visit : 
www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk 

For school / uniform information,  
school day and term dates please 
see General Information Booklet 
on website:  

https://
www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/
parents/information-booklet/ 



PARKING AT               

ARROW VALE                  

RSA ACADEMY 

We would advise when               

visiting the school that you 

please use the                 

Matchborough Way                   

Car Park                                                    

(post code B98 0GF) 

There is additional car parking at the Green Sward Lane entrance.  Please note the barrier will be 

closed between 8.30am - 3pm                                                                                                                      

Please DO NOT park in the residential area of Green Sward Lane.  

Parking Notice                                                          
Following concerns raised by local residents, can you 

please ensure when dropping off and collecting students, 

you park considerately so as not to obstruct any access            

required by the residents or fellow road users. 

OUT & ABOUT IN THE COMMUNITY 

Are you Local and Want to Advertise? 

Here at RSA Academy Arrow Vale we like to support our local community.   

If you are a local business or are running a special event in the community and would 

like to place a small advert in our ‘Arrow News’ publication then please email the 

school:   office@arrowvaleacademy.co.uk  (In the subject box please put “Arrow News 

Advert”) 

Arrow News is published on the Academy’s website three times 

a year (at the end of each school term i.e. Christmas, Easter 

and Summer).  If you are local and wish to place an advert 

please email office@arrowvaleacademy.co.uk. 
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Summer Term 2022 Key Dates 

APRIL 2022 
MON TUE WED THU FRI 

    1 

4 5 6 7 8 Staff Learning 
Day 

11 12 13 14 15 

18 19 20 21 22 

25 26 27 28 

Year 10 Parents 
Evening 

29 

MAY 2022 

MON TUE WED THU FRI 

2 

Bank Holiday 

3 4 5 6 

9 10 11 12 

Awards Evening 

13 

16 17 18 19 20 

23 24 25 26 27 

30 31    

Summer Half Term Holidays 

Easter 

Holidays 

External Exams 

External Exams 



JUNE 2022 

MON TUE WED THU FRI 

  1 2 3 

6 7 8 9 10 

13 14 15 16 17 

20 21 22 23 24 

27 28 29 

KASE Day 

30 

Y10 Prom 

 

JULY 2022 

MON TUE WED THU FRI 

    1 

Y13 Prom 

4 5 

New Intake   
Evening 

6 

Transition Day 1 

7 

Transition Day 2 

8 

11 12 13 14 15 

18 19 20 SPORTS FEST. 21 END OF TERM 22 

25 26 27 28 29 

Please note that events listed here may be subject to change and 

you will be notified of changes via EduLink.  

A LEVELS : 18th August                   
GCSE : 25th August 

Summer Half Term Holidays 

External Exams 

External Exams   &   Yrs 10 & 12 Internal Exams 

External Exams & Year 9 Internal Exams 

Subject Transition Taster Days 

Subject Transition Taster Days and Y10 Work Experience 

Year 12  Work Experience 



  

Are you on Instagram? Follow us 

at ArrowValeAcademy. 

 

✓ Did you know we receive more 
than 100 likes everyday? 

  

Are you on Twitter? Follow us at 
@RSA_ArrowVale 

 

✓ Did you know, in the last 28 
days our tweets earned over 
2,457 impressions? 

  

Are you on Facebook? Follow us 
 

✓ Did you know, in the last 28 
days our posts earned over 202 
impressions? 

  
For all news and other information 
visit our website on https://
www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/ 
 

✓ In the last 30 days our website 
had over 1929 hits! 

We love to celebrate our school news, join 
the Arrow Vale family on social media!  

Student News 
 

WE ARE NOW ON 
Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, Facebook & Website 

If your son or daughter has experienced any success out of school, 
we’d love to hear about it! If you would like to share the news with 
us so that we might celebrate it via the school website, Twitter,                    
Instagram, Facebook or other publications, please email your 
‘articles’ to (office@arrowvaleacademy.co.uk), photographs are also 
very welcome.   
 

https://www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/
https://www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk/
mailto:office@arrowvaleacademy.co.uk

